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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a combined full duplex
(FD) and half duplex (HD) based transmission and channel ac-
quisition model for open-loop multiuser multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) systems. Assuming residual self interference
(SI) at the BS, the idea is to utilize the FD mode during the
uplink (UL) training phase in order to achieve simultaneous
downlink (DL) data transmission and UL CSI acquisition. More
specifically, the BS begins serving a user when its CSI becomes
available, while at the same time, it also receives UL pilots from
the next scheduled user. We investigate both zero-forcing (ZF)
and maximum ratio transmission (MRT) MIMO beamforming
techniques for the DL data transmission in the FD mode. The BS
switches to the HD mode once it receives the CSI of all users and
it employs ZF beamforming for the DL data transmission until
the end of the transmission frame. Furthermore, we derive closed-
form approximations for the lower bounded ergodic achievable
rate relying on the proposed model. Our numerical results show
that the proposed FD-HD transmission and channel acquisition
approach outperforms its conventional HD counterpart and
achieves higher data rates.

I. INTRODUCTION

Full duplex (FD) bi-directional communication systems
have gained significant attention recently due to their potential
to improve the capacity compared to the conventional half
duplex (HD) systems [1], [2]. This improvement in FD systems
is achieved by allowing the downlink (DL) and uplink (UL)
channels to operate at the same time and frequency [3]–
[7]. By contrast, at the time of writing cellular networks
employ either time division duplex (TDD) or frequency di-
vision duplex (FDD), thus the radio resources are not fully
exploited. Another attractive feature of FD radios is that they
can also incorporate multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
techniques which have become a core component of many
wireless communication standards.

The major barrier in the implementation of the FD radio is
the self interference (SI) imposed by the transmit antennas on
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the receive antennas at the FD wireless transceiver. In recent
years, many advanced SI cancellation techniques have been
developed [3], [8]–[11], which paved the way for sophisticated
studies to investigate the FD transmission in practical wireless
communication systems. Insightful discussions on recent ad-
vances in SI cancellation techniques can be found in [12].

Most of the previous FD MIMO studies are dominated
by MIMO-aided relaying [5], [13]–[16] and multiuser (MU)
MIMOs [17]–[20]. The FD transmission philosophy is also
well investigated in the cognitive radio context [21]–[23].
Recently, FD transmission has been widely investigated in
MU systems relying on massive MIMO schemes [24], [25].
Moreover, FD communication has also been exploited for
energy harvesting in MIMO systems [26], [27]. It is widely
recognized that the performance of MU MIMO cellular DL
transmissions heavily depend on the accuracy of channel
state information (CSI) available at the base station (BS)
[28]. Therefore, to equip the BS with CSI, classic TDD and
FDD systems utilize either open-loop [29] or closed-loop [30]
training methods, respectively. In closed-loop FDD training,
the user quantizes the estimated DL channel and feeds back
its quantized version in the UL to the BS. On the other hand,
in open-loop TDD training, the BS acquires the CSI from
UL training signals by exploiting the channel’s reciprocity,
even though in high-interference frequency-selective scenarios
this has limited accuracy. Recently, simultaneous DL data
transmission and UL CSI reception has been introduced at
the BS [31]–[33] exploiting the FD capability of the BS.
More specifically, the main objective in these studies is to
exploit the additional channel created in the FD mode for
receiving quantized UL CSI from the users, while at the same
time transmitting the DL payload to those users whose CSI
has already become available at the BS. Once the BS has
obtained the quantized CSI from all the users in the system,
it can switch to the classic HD mode for the rest of the
transmission duration. Note that ideally the transmission frame
length should be adapted to the coherence time and coherence
bandwidth of the channel [34]. Therefore, in the classic HD
system, a transmission frame typically consists of separate
training and payload transmission stages [28], whilst in FD
systems, it is possible to accomplish DL data transmission
and UL CSI acquisition at the same time [31]. As reported in
[31]–[33], [35], this approach improves the achievable rate of
the system compared to the classic HD transmission scheme.

In [32], a continuously adaptive beamforming scheme is
presented, where simultaneous DL data transmission and quan-
tized UL CSI feedback reception is realized using FD radios
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at both the BS and the users. In the FD mode, the DL data
transmission is only commenced for those users whose CSI
has already been obtained at the BS, while at the same time
receiving quantized CSI from the next scheduled user. Du et
al. [32] conceived a closed-loop digital feedback technique
using random vector quantization codebooks, which provides a
beneficial multiplexing gain over the HD transmission scheme
at low feedback powers. Then Du et al. further extended
this [33] by exploiting the channel’s reciprocity for open-loop
training to demonstrate its advantages over the HD scheme.
Approximations of the optimal feedback schemes are also
derived in [33] by formulating an optimization problem for
maximizing the achievable rate. Similar to [32], [33], sequen-
tial training based beamforming was introduced by Du et al.
in [31] for both open-loop and closed-loop training methods.
Another closed-loop training based MU MIMO system was
studied by Zhang et al. in [35], where the main objective was
to improve the energy efficiency using FD transmission. More
explicitly, Zhang et al. [35] have proposed to maximize the
energy efficiency of the FD MU MIMO system by optimizing
the partitioning of the UL and DL training phases. However,
all the above seminal studies discussed so far have a common
limitation, namely that they do not consider the deleterious
effects of residual SI in the analysis, even though there is
always some residual SI in practical FD systems [36], [37].
To provide users with DL CSI, an accurate CSI acquisition
method was proposed in [38] by Arnau and Kountouris for
SISO links, where the residual SI is also present in the system,
where the BS continuously transmits a pilot sequence using
the same frequency band as that dedicated for the UL. It has
been reported that the scheme proposed in [38] outperforms its
HD counterpart by yielding a 50% throughput improvement.

Although the additional inter-node interference [31] and
residual SI [38] still degrade the performance of FD schemes,
these techniques tend to outperform the HD scheme in terms
of the achievable rate. In the seminal studies by Du et al. [31],
[32] the DL channel is assumed to be perfectly known at the
user. However, in real systems, the user either has no CSI or
acquires imperfect CSI via downlink training and again, most
of the existing studies [31], [32], [35] on the achievable rate
simplify the analysis by neglecting the effects of residual SI.
To the best of our knowledge, the dedicated training [28] has
not been previously considered in FD based CSI acquisition.
Finally, only the zero-forcing (ZF) beamforming scheme is
considered for the FD mode in the majority of the existing
studies.

Against this background, we propose a DL transmission
and UL CSI attainment estimation model for MU MIMO
systems, where the BS is equipped with FD capabilities.
Unlike the previous studies [31]–[33], [35], we investigate
the FD-HD model in the presence of realistic residual SI.
An FD assisted BS is utilized for implementing the DL data
transmission concurrently with the UL pilot reception using
an open-loop training scheme. Hence, we rely on the UL pilot
symbols received from the users to provide the BS with the
CSI knowledge. In this study, the single-antenna users utilize
the conventional HD transmission scheme. We consider the
scenario, where no CSI is available at the user, who only has a

statistical characterization of the effective channel information
[39] obtained using the specific approximations derived in this
paper. In contrast to [31], we consider dedicated training, in
order to enable users to coherently detect the signal transmitted
in the HD mode. Unlike [31], [32], we comparatively analyze
the performance of both ZF and maximum ratio transmission
(MRT) beamforming schemes under the FD mode. For the
HD mode, we prefer using the ZF beamforming scheme
as a benefit of its superiority over the MRT beamforming
scheme at moderate to high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs).
By contrast, MRT beamforming is more effective at the low
SNRs, despite its lower complexity. In the FD mode, the
BS performs simultaneous DL data transmission and UL CSI
feedback reception, resulting in SI1. However, once all the
users have fed back their CSI, the BS switches to the HD
mode, where only DL data transmission is performed until
the end of the transmission frame. Like [28], [38], we also
assume that the channel’s envelope remains constant over the
given transmission frame. We assume that the users share the
UL feedback channel in a time division multiplexing access
(TDMA) manner for the UL training phase. In a nutshell, the
main contributions of the paper are summarized below:

• Using an FD transceiver at the BS, we propose an inte-
grated FD-HD model for a concurrent DL transmission
and UL CSI acquisition. In contrast to [31]–[33], [35],
realistic residual SI is present at the BS. We also assume
that the users operate in the HD mode. We consider open-
loop training for CSI acquisition at the BS.

• In the FD assisted CSI acquisition and DL data trans-
mission phase, we propose to use the expected effective
channel gain [39]–[41] for the coherent detection of
the signal, which helps in significantly reducing the
duration of the training period. As the duration of HD
DL data transmission is typically higher than the training
duration [28], [34], high-quality detection is important.
We exploit the instantaneous effective channel gain [28],
[42] to support coherent detection in the HD mode. This
requires a dedicated training phase before the HD DL data
transmission, which has not been considered in previous
studies relying on the FD transmission mode.

• We derive closed-form approximations for the lower
bounded achievable rates of the proposed scheme. The
analysis is performed for both ZF and MRT linear
beamforming techniques in the FD mode. We also derive
the lower bounded achievable rate approximation for the
DL data transmission in the HD mode using the ZF
beamforming scheme, which matches the lower bounded
achievable rate more closely than the bounded rate de-
rived in [28].

In this study, we specifically focus our attention on TDD-
based cellular networks using the FD mode for improving
the link capacity. Numerous related studies [43]–[45] have
revealed that the use of the FD operation provides a significant
throughput gain in LTE-based cellular networks. It can be

1In this work, we do not consider specific SI cancellation techniques and
assume that the SI is suppressed such that there is some residual SI present
at the BS.
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observed from the numerical results that the ZF beamforming
scheme relying on the proposed transmission model has a
superior rate both over the MRT beamforming and over the
conventional HD schemes. However, the MRT beamforming
scheme strikes the best trade-off in terms of the rate versus
computational complexity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents our system model and the proposed DL transmission
and UL CSI acquisition model. In Section III, we provide
the derivation of the achievable ergodic rate in the FD mode.
This is followed by the derivation of the achievable ergodic
rate of the HD mode in Section IV. Our numerical results are
presented in Section V. Finally, we conclude in Section VI.

Notations: We use (·)H , (·)∗, (·)T , (·)−1 and (·)⊥ to denote
the conjugate transpose, the conjugate, the transpose, the
inverse and the pseudoinverse operations, respectively. ‖ · ‖
and | · | stand for vector and scalar norms respectively. E[·]
denotes expectation. A(:, n) represents the nth column of the
A. The complex normal distribution with mean µ and variance
σ2 is denoted by CN (µ, σ2).

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND THE PROPOSED CHANNEL
ACQUISITION AND TRANSMISSION

We consider an MU MIMO DL system consisting of a FD
BS having M antennas, which are used for both transmission
and reception [31], [46]. The BS serves K HD single-antenna
users employing a linear beamforming technique, where K ≤
M . Similar to [31], [32], we also assume that the UL training
and DL transmission use the same time- and frequency-
resource. Furthermore, we consider perfectly reciprocal UL-
DL channels, therefore the BS uses the DL channel estimate
using the UL pilot signals received from the users. Although
various SI cancellation schemes are advocated in [3], [8]–[11]
for suppressing the SI within the transceiver, it is not possible
to completely eliminate the SI due to unavoidable transceiver
non-linearities as well as owing to the IQ mixer amplitude
and phase imbalances [11]. Much work has been dedicated
to the modeling of the residual SI, which has shown that the
residual SI channel undergoes Rician fading. However, in [4],
it has been reported that the K-factor of the residual SI channel
reduces after the active cancellation process, hence making the
Rayleigh distribution also a suitable model.

The main idea in this study is to exploit the additional
channel created in the FD mode for achieving simultaneous
data transmission and CSI acquisition in DL and UL, respec-
tively. We assume that UL training, DL training and DL data
transmission are carried out within the duration of the frame
length (or the total number of channel uses), denoted by T .
In this study, we assume a block fading channel model, where
the channel remains constant over the coherence interval of
T . We denote the duration of FD DL data transmission and
UL/DL training by Tt. Td denotes the duration of DL data
transmission in the HD mode, so that T = Tt + Td. The user
transmits βul uplink training pilots (i.e., βul channel uses) to
the BS for CSI estimation. Whereas, βdt represents the number
of pilots transmitted by the BS in the dedicated training stage.

The proposed transmission model can be partitioned into
three phases: i) FD based simultaneous DL data transmission
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Fig. 1: (a) The proposed UL training and DL data transmission
model where users share the UL channel using TDMA. (b) The
corresponding HD model. Typically, Td � Tr, the durations
presented here are for illustration purposes only.

and UL training, ii) dedicated training and iii) HD based DL
data transmission, as shown in Fig. 1a. Each single antenna
user transmits βul UL pilot symbols to the BS in order to equip
the BS with the estimate of the CSI. As shown in Fig. 1a, while
receiving the CSI of the next scheduled user, the BS begins
transmitting data symbols to the previously scheduled user(s)
using βul channel uses. It becomes clear from Fig. 1a that the
higher the βul values, the more channel uses will be required
for FD transmission. In the HD mode, the CSI of all the users
is available at the BS, therefore, it is invoked for all the K
users in the system relying on the ZF beamforming scheme.
Note that switching between the HD and FD modes or hybrid
HD and FD modes has also been considered in many other
studies [1], [15], [31]. The traditional HD transmission model
is shown in Fig. 1b, where simultaneous DL transmission and
UL CSI acquisition is not possible, because the BS does not
support FD communication. In the following subsections, we
discuss each phase of the proposed model in detail.

A. FD based Simultaneous DL Data Transmission and UL
Training

Again, in the first phase, each user sends its UL training
signal to the BS as also shown in Fig. 1a. A TDMA
technique is employed for the users to access the UL channel.
At this stage, the BS takes advantage of the FD mode and
starts transmitting its coded data symbols using a linear
beamforming scheme to those users who have previously
sent their pilot signals to the BS for CSI estimation, while
it continues receiving UL pilot symbols from the remaining
users in a concurrent manner. In this study, we analyze
the performance of the FD mode both with ZF and MRT
beamforming schemes. This phase can be divided into two
categories detailed in the following subsections.
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1) UL Training: As shown in Fig. 1a, the first scheduled
user transmits βul UL pilot symbols to the BS over the UL
channel. In this phase, we refer to each block of βul channel
uses as a cycle, so that there are a total of K cycles.

The user transmits its pilot sequence to the BS consisting
of βul symbols. We Denote the transmitted pilot sequence by
s ∈ Cβul×1, which is assumed to be a unit-power vector. The
signals received at the BS from the kth user is written as [47]

Yk =
√
βulpkhks

T + Ψ + N, (1)

where pk is the UL transmit power of the kth user and hk is
an M × 1 channel vector between the kth user and BS, whose
entries are distributed according to the uncorrelated complex-
valued Gaussian distribution having a zero mean and unit
variance, so that hk ∼ CN (0, I). The matrix N ∈ CM×βul is
the noise matrix whose elements are assumed to be distributed
according to CN (0, 1). The residual SI during the βul channel
uses is captured in the matrix Ψ = [ψ1, · · · ,ψβul ], where
ψn = HSIV̂un is the residual SI, when the nth pilot symbol
is transmitted. The precoding matrix is V̂ ∈ CM×U , where U
denotes the number of users that are being served by the BS,
such that U = k − 1. The vector un ∈ CU consists of the
data symbols from the U independently generated Gaussian
codewords, such that un ∼ CN (0, PU I). HSI is an M ×M
matrix representing the residual SI at the BS. As reported in
[4], [9], [38], the strongest self-interfering paths are effectively
attenuated after the SI cancellation. Therefore, like in [38], we
also assume that HSI ∼ CN (0, ν2). According to the proposed
model, during the UL training of the kth user both HSI and V̂
remain constant. However, the coded data symbols of the user
change. The BS carries out the de-spreading of Yk, given by

rk = Yks
∗ =

√
βulpkhk + ψ̃ + ñk, (2)

where ñk = Ns∗ ∈ CN (0, N0). The vector ψ̃ is given by
ψ̃ = Ψs∗. Note that the BS experiences no SI (i.e, also
no residual SI) while receiving the pilot symbols from the
first scheduled user in the system (i.e., ψ̃ = 0 for the first
scheduled user).

2) DL Data Transmission: After estimating the channel of
the first user from the received pilots, the BS starts transmitting
the coded data symbols to the first user in the next cycle, while
at the same time it also receives the UL pilots from the next
scheduled user. Thus, SI is generated at the BS as a result
of employing the FD transmission mode. Again, we assume
that the BS mitigates the SI by employing both analog and
digital cancellation techniques,2 so that only reduced residual
SI is imposed on the system. During the DL data transmission
stage, the received signal by user k (i.e., a single channel use)
in a given cycle can be written as

yFD
k = hHk x + hul

q,ksq + nk, (3)

where hk is an M × 1 channel vector between the BS and
the kth user, and hk ∼ CN (0, I). We assume perfect power-
control, which eliminates the path loss. The noise at the

2The SI cancelling or mitigating techniques are out of the scope of this
paper, and therefore, in this paper, we only focus on the residual SI.

kth user is denoted by nk, which is distributed according to
the uncorrelated complex-valued Gaussian distribution with
zero mean and variance N0, so that nk ∼ CN (0, N0I). The
data signal transmitted from the BS is given by x = V̂u,
where V̂ ∈ CM×j is a linear beamforming matrix and j
is the total number of users served by the BS in the given
cycle. The vector u ∈ Cj consists of the symbols from
the j independently generated Gaussian codewords obeying
u ∼ CN (0, Pj I). Here, we assume that when the kth user
receives the DL signal, user q (i.e., the next scheduled user)
is transmitting its UL pilot to the BS at the same time, thus,
creating inter-node interference at the kth user. The channel
between the qth user and the kth user is denoted by hul

q,k, where
hul
q,k ∼ CN (0, 1). sq is the pilot symbol sent by the qth user

to the BS, where |sq|2 = 1/βul. The transmitted signal is
subject to the average power constraint of E[|x|2] ≤ P . The
transmitted power of the qth user is given by pq . We denote the
imperfect CSI at the BS in the cycle c, by Ĥc = [ĥ1, . . . , ĥj ],
where ĥk denotes the imperfect CSI of the kth user and
j = c − 1. As discussed earlier, in this study, we investigate
the performance of both MRT and ZF beamforming schemes
in the FD mode. The ZF beamforming vector of the kth user
in cycle c is denoted by v̂ZF

k,c, which is the kth normalized
column of the matrix V̂c, where V̂c = ĤH

c (ĤcĤ
H
c )−1.

The MRT beamforming vector of the kth user is given by
v̂MRT
k = ĥk/‖ĥk‖. Note that the MRT beamforming vector

of the kth user remains the same in each cycle. We assume
that the kth user only has the knowledge of the expected
effective channel gains E[aZF

k,k] or E[aMRT
k,k ] of ZF or MRT

beamforming schemes, respectively, where aZF
k,k = hHk v̂ZF

k,c and
aMRT
k,k = hHk v̂MRT

k . These expected channel gains are obtained
at the users using the approximations derived in Section III,
and are utilized by the users for the coherent detection of
transmitted signals [42], [48].

B. Dedicated Training

Once the BS receives the CSI of all the K users, we
propose to use the ZF beamforming scheme for DL data
transmission, that completely eliminates the interference in
the system, in the presence of perfect CSI at the BS. It is
also shown to be an effective technique under imperfect CSI
in MIMO broadcast channels [49]. The advantage of the ZF
beamforming scheme over the MRT beamforming scheme is
that it yields a superior performance at moderate to high SNRs.
Typically, Td � Tt holds, therefore it is beneficial for users
to know the instantaneous effective channel gain at this stage
for coherent detection. For this purpose, additional training is
required before invoking the ZF beamforming scheme, which
is termed as dedicated training [28]. We denote the duration of
the DL pilot sequence transmitted from the BS by βdt, which
is expressed in terms of the number of channel uses. Following
a similar approach as in [42], the BS transmits the pilots
using the ZF beamforming matrix, V̂. Then user k applies
the orthogonal complement of the pilot matrix to the received
pilot matrix in order to obtain the received pilot vector, given
by

ȳk =
√
βdtPak + zk, (4)
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where ak = [aZF
k,1 aZF

k,2 · · · aZF
k,K ] with aZF

k,i = hHk vZF
i ,

i = 1, · · · ,K and zk has independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) CN (0, N0) elements. Owing to lack of space,
we refer the reader to [42], which provides the details of the
presented pilot-based training approach. Then user k estimates
its channel coefficient using the MMSE estimate on the kth

entry of ȳk, given by ȳk,k =
√
βdtPa

ZF
k,k + zk,k, yielding [28]

âZF
k,k =

√
βdtP

βdtP +N0
ȳk,k. (5)

Then user k utilizes these estimated values of âZF
k,i, ∀i to

decode the data [28]. We can also express aZF
k,k as aZF

k,k =
âZF
k,k + λk, where λk is the error and its variance of λk is

given by σ2
λk

= N0/(N0 + βdtP ). Similarly, the variance of
âk,k is given by 1−σ2

λk
. Note that there is no SI at this stage,

since the BS is only transmitting and not receiving any signal.

C. HD based DL Data Transmission

Following the DL dedicated training phase, the BS transmits
the coded data symbols denoted by u1, . . . , uK for all the K
users in the system using the ZF beamforming scheme until
the end of the frame duration, T . In this phase, we consider the
conventional HD transmission mode (i.e., no SI). The signal
received by the kth user can be expressed as yHD

k = hHk x+nk
and it utilizes the estimated instantaneous effective channel
gain in (5) for the coherent detection of the transmitted signal.

III. ACHIEVABLE ERGODIC RATE IN FD MODE

In this section, we derive ergodic rates attained by the
proposed DL transmission and UL CSI acquisition model
presented in Section II. Here, we assume that the proposed
strategy is implemented over a long sequence of frames where
each frame has a similar structure as shown in Fig. 1a.
Therefore, the ergodic achievable rate (in bits per channel use)
of the proposed model consisting of both FD and HD modes
can be written as

Rk =
βul

T

K∑
c=2

1

K

c−1∑
k=1

RFD
k,c︸ ︷︷ ︸

RFD
k

+

(
1− Tt

T

)
RZF-HD
k︸ ︷︷ ︸

RHD
k

, (6)

where RFD
k,c denotes the rate of the kth user in the FD mode

when j = c − 1 users are served by the BS in the cth

cycle, while the BS is waiting for the UL training symbols
arriving from the remaining K−j users in the system. RZF-HD

k

represents the rate when the channels of all the K users are
estimated at the BS and it serves the users employing ZF
beamforming (after the dedicated training phase) in the HD
mode. For fairness among users, the user indices 1, 2, · · ·K
are randomly assigned so that the probability of any user to
become the kth user is 1/K. The analysis of the ergodic
achievable rate in the FD mode for a user is provided in
the following two subsections for both the MRT and ZF
beamforming techniques.

A. MRT Beamforming in the FD Mode

In this subsection, we derive the lower bounded achievable
ergodic rate approximation in the FD mode (i.e., the first
term in (6)) for the proposed model using MRT beamforming.
The residual SI is also present at this stage. Similar to [28],
[42], [47], [50], the BS estimates hk by applying the MMSE
criterion to the observation rk, given as

ĥk = E
[
hkr

H
k

]
E
[
rkr

H
k

]−1
rk (7)

=

√
βulpk

(βulpk +N0 + Pν2)
rk. (8)

The details of the above derivation are provided in Appendix
I. We can write the actual channel of the kth user as

hk = ĥk + ek, (9)

where the estimation error vector, ek, is independent of ĥk
and has a covariance of σ2

ek
I = E

[
eke

H
k

]
, where

σ2
ek

= 1− βulpk
(βulpk +N0 + Pν2)

. (10)

We use a lower bound on the average achievable rate derived
in [39], [48], where the expected effective channel gain is
known, but no instantaneous channel knowledge is available
at the user. Using the results of [39], [48], we can write
the lower bounded achievable rate for the kth user given the
knowledge of the expected effective channel gain E

[
aMRT
k,k

]
=

E
[
hHk v̂MRT

k

]
, where j users are served by the BS, as

RMRT-FD
k,j ≥ RMRT-FD-LB

k,j = (11)

log2

1 +

P
jN0

∣∣E [aMRT
k,k

]∣∣2
1 + P

jN0

var
{
aMRT
k,k

}
+

K∑
i6=k

E
[∣∣∣aMRT

k,i

∣∣∣2]
+

pqγq
βulN0

 ,

where γq = E
[
|hul
q,k|2

]
and aMRT

k,i = hHk v̂MRT
i . The expectation

of the effective channel gain aMRT
k,k can be approximated by

E
[
aMRT
k,k

]
≈
√

(βulpkM) (βulpk +N0 + Pν2)
−1
, (12)

and its proof is given in Appendix II. We can approximate the
variance of aMRT

k,k as

var{aMRT
k,k } ≈ δ + σ2

ĥk
Mδ

(
δ − M + 1

M

)
, (13)

where δ= MΓ2(M)
Γ2(M+(1/2)) and σ2

ĥk
=(βulpk)(βulpk+N0+Pν2)−1.

The proof of (13) is given in Appendix III. Next, we compute
the quantity E

[
|hHk v̂MRT

i |2
]
, using (9), we have

E
[
|ĥHk v̂MRT

i + eHk v̂MRT
i |2

] (a)
≤ E

[
|ĥHk v̂MRT

i |2
]

+ E
[
|eHk v̂MRT

i |2
]

= E
[
‖ĥHk ‖

2
]
E

∣∣∣∣∣ ĥHk

‖ĥHk ‖
v̂MRT
i

∣∣∣∣∣
2
+ E

[
v̂MRTH

i E
[
eke

H
k

]
v̂MRT
i

]
(b)
=

βulpk
(βulpk +N0 + Pν2)

+ σ2
ek

= 1, (14)
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where (a) follows by ignoring the expectation of cross terms
and (b) comes from the fact that (ĥHk /‖ĥHk ‖) and v̂MRT

i are in-
dependent unit vectors, yielding E[|(ĥHk /‖ĥHk ‖)v̂MRT

i |2] = 1.
Substituting (12), (13) and (14) in (11), as well as using
γq = E

[
|hul
q,k|2

]
= 1, gives the approximation of the er-

godic achievable rate of MRT beamforming relying on analog
feedback, which can be expressed as

RMRT-FD-LB
k,j ≈ (15)

log2

1+

P
jN0

(
σ2
ĥk
M
)

1+ P
jN0

[(
δ+σ2

ĥk
Mδ

(
δ − M+1

M

))
+j−1

]
+

pq
βulN0

.
We can write (15) in terms of the number of cycles, c = j+1,
given in (6), after some re-arrangement as

RMRT-FD-LB
k,c ≈ (16)

log2

1 +

P
N0

(
σ2
ĥk
M
)

(c− 1) η + P
N0

[(
δ + σ2

ĥk
Mδ

(
δ − M+1

M

))
− 1
]
,

where η = (1 + P
N0

+
pq

βulN0
). Now we can write the rates of

the different cycles from (6) as
K∑
c=2

c−1∑
k=1

RMRT-FD-LB
k,c =RMRT-FD-LB

1,2︸ ︷︷ ︸
cycle 2

+RMRT-FD-LB
1,3 +RMRT-FD-LB

2,3︸ ︷︷ ︸
cycle 3

+

· · ·+RMRT-FD-LB
1,K + · · ·+RMRT-FD-LB

K−1,K︸ ︷︷ ︸
cycle K

. (17)

Using (16), we can express (17) as
K∑
c=2

c−1∑
k=1

RMRT-FD-LB
k,c ≈ RMRT-FD-LB

1,2 +

K∑
c=3

(18)

log2

1 +

P
N0

(
σ2
ĥk
M
)

(c− 1) η + P
N0

[(
δ + σ2

ĥk
Mδ

(
δ − M+1

M

))
− 1
]
,

where the BS experiences no SI for the first scheduled user
in cycle 2. Therefore, the approximated lower-bounded rate
of this user is denoted by RMRT-FD-LB

1,2 , which is given by
(16) with Pν2 = 0. Note that the lower-bounded ergodic
achievable rate of the proposed model in the FD mode with
MRT beamforming is given by

RMRT-FD-LB
k =

βul

T

K∑
c=2

1

K

c−1∑
k=1

RMRT-FD-LB
k,c . (19)

Substituting (18) in (19), the lower-bounded ergodic achiev-
able rate approximation for the proposed model in the FD
mode (i.e., the first term in (6)), is given by

R̃MRT-FD-LB
k =

βul

KT

[
RMRT-FD-LB

1,2 +

K∑
c=3

(20)

log2

1 +

P
N0

(
σ2
ĥk
M
)

(c− 1) η + P
N0

[(
δ + σ2

ĥk
Mδ

(
δ − M+1

M

))
− 1
]
].

From (20), it becomes evident that for the given value of T ,
if βul is increased, the ergodic achievable rate of the proposed

model in the FD mode also increases.

B. ZF Beamforming in FD Mode

In this subsection, we derive the lower bounded ergodic
achievable rate approximation for the proposed model in the
FD mode (i.e., the first term in (6)) with ZF beamforming. As
described in the previous subsection, here we assume that the
users have the knowledge of the expected effective channel
gain, E[aZF

k,k], where aZF
k,k = hHk v̂ZF

k,c. Therefore, we can write
the lower bounded achievable ergodic rate for the kth user
relying on ZF beamforming as [39], [48]

RZF-FD
k,j ≥ RZF-FD-LB

k,j = (21)

log2

1 +

P
jN0

∣∣E [aZF
k,k

]∣∣2
1 + P

jN0

var
{
aZF
k,k

}
+

K∑
i 6=k

E
[∣∣∣aZF

k,i

∣∣∣2]
+

pqγq
βulN0

 ,

From [41], we have E[aZF
k,k] = E[1/‖V̂c(:, k)‖], where V̂c(:

, k) is the unnormalized kth column of the matrix V̂c. Using
the results in [41, Lemma 4], we have

E
[
aZF
k,k

]
= E

[
1

‖V̂c (:, k) ‖

]
(22)

≈
√
M − j + 1

√
σ2
ĥk
, (23)

To compute the variance var{aZF
k,k}, we again refer to the

results in [41, Lemma 4], where

var
{
aZF
k,k

}
= var

{
1

‖V̂c (:, k) ‖

}
(24)

≈ 1

4
σ2
ĥk

(25)

≈ βulpk
4 (βulpk +N0 + Pν2)

. (26)

Now, we compute the expected interference term in the
denominator of (21), which is given by

E
[∣∣hHk v̂ZF

i,c

∣∣2] = E
[∣∣∣ĥHk v̂ZF

i,c + eHk v̂ZF
i,c

∣∣∣2] (27)

(a)

≤ E
[∣∣∣ĥHk v̂ZF

i,c

∣∣∣2]+ E
[∣∣eHk v̂ZF

i,c

∣∣2] (28)

(b)
= E

[∣∣eHk v̂ZF
i,c

∣∣2] (29)

(c)

≤ E
[
v̂ZFH

i,c E
[
eke

H
k

]
v̂ZF
i,c

]
(30)

= σ2
ek
. (31)

where (a) is obtained from the fact that E[ĥH v̂ZF
i,cv̂

ZFH

i,c ek] = 0
and that ek has a zero mean and it is independent of
ĥk and v̂ZF

i,c. Furthermore, (b) follows from the fact that
ĥHk v̂ZF

i,c = 0 and (c) arrises from the independence of ek
and v̂ZF

i,c. Substituting (23), (26) and (31) into (21) and using

E
[
|hul
q,k|2

]
= 1, give the approximation of the lower-bounded
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ergodic achievable rate for the kth user with ZF beamforming
in the FD mode, given by

RZF-FD-LB
k,j ≈ (32)

log2

1 +

P
jN0

σ2
ĥk

(M − j + 1)

1 + P
jN0

[
σ2
ĥk

4 + (j − 1)σ2
ek

]
+

pq
βulN0

 .

In terms of the number of cycles, c = j + 1, as given in (6),
we can transform (32) into

RZF-FD-LB
k,c ≈ (33)

log2

1 +

P
N0
σ2
ĥk

(M − c+ 2)

(c− 1)
(

1 + P
N0
σ2
ek

+
pq

βulN0

)
+ P
N0

[
σ2
ĥk
4 − σ

2
ek

]
 .

For the proposed model, the lower-bounded achievable ergodic
rate for the ZF beamforming scheme in the FD mode can be
expressed as

RZF-FD-LB
k =

βul

T

K∑
c=2

1

K

c−1∑
k=1

RZF-FD-LB
k,c . (34)

Substituting (33) in (34), we can write the approximated lower
bounded ergodic achievable rate for the proposed model in the
FD mode using ZF beamforming as

R̃ZF-FD-LB
k =

βul

KT

[
RZF-FD-LB

1,2 +
K∑
c=3

(35)

log2

1+

P
N0
σ2
ĥk

(M − c+ 2)

(c− 1)
(

1 + P
N0
σ2
ek

+
pq

βulN0

)
+ P
N0

[
σ2
ĥk

4 − σ2
ek

]

]
,

where the BS experiences no SI for the first scheduled user
in cycle 2. Therefore, the lower-bounded approximated rate of
this user is denoted by RZF-FD-LB

1,2 , which is given by (33) with
Pν2 = 0.

IV. ACHIEVABLE ERGODIC RATE IN THE HD MODE

In the previous section, we computed the approximated
lower-bounded ergodic achievable rate of the proposed model
in the FD mode relying on both the MRT and ZF beamforming
schemes. In the FD mode, the BS becomes fully aware of
the imperfect CSI of all the users. Therefore, for the rest
of the frame length, ZF beamforming is utilized for the DL
data transmission, as detailed in Section II. In this section, we
provide the analysis of the achievable ergodic rate of the HD
mode. Dedicated training is performed before the beginning of
the HD mode, hence the users have the instantaneous effective
channel gain, âZF

k,k.
For the achievable rate analysis associated with instanta-

neous effective channel gain knowledge at the user, âZF
k,k, we

use the lower-bounded rate expression derived in [28], where
the achievable ergodic rate of the ZF beamforming associated
with Gaussian inputs, DL training and UL channel feedback
has been shown to be lower-bounded by [28]

RZF-HD
k ≥ RZF-HD-LB

k = (36)

E

log2

1 +

P
jN0

∣∣∣âZF
k,k

∣∣∣2
1 + P

jN0

(
σ2
λk

+ E
[
|Ik|2 |âZF

k,k

)]

 ,

where the interference term is given by Ik =
∑K
i6=k hHk v̂ZF

i . It
is analytically challenging to compute the expectation in (36).
Therefore, similar to [51]–[53], we approximate (36) by taking
the expectation of the ratio, giving

RZF-HD-LB
k ≈ log2

1+

P
jN0

E
[∣∣âZF

k,k

∣∣2]
1+ P

jN0
σ2
λk

+ P
jN0

K∑
i 6=k

E
[
E
[
|Ik|2 |âZF

k,k

]]


(a)
= log2

1 +

P
jN0

E
[∣∣âZF

k,k

∣∣2]
1+ P

jN0
σ2
λk

+ P
jN0

K∑
i 6=k

E
[
|Ik|2

]
, (37)

where (a) follows from the law of total expectation, so that

E
[
E
[
|Ik|2 |âZF

k,k

]]
= E

[
|Ik|2

]
. We compute E

[∣∣∣âZF
k,k

∣∣∣2] by

using (5), to have

E
[∣∣∣âZF

k,k

∣∣∣2] = E

[∣∣∣∣ √βdtP

N0 + βdtP

(√
βdtPa

ZF
k,k + zk,k

)∣∣∣∣2
]

=
βdtP

(N0+βdtP )2
E
[(√

βdtP v̂ZFH

k hk+zHk,k

)(√
βdtPhHk v̂ZFH

k +zk,k

)]
=

βdtP

(N0 + βdtP )2

(
E
[
βdtP

(
v̂ZFH

k hkh
H
k v̂ZF

k

)]
+ E

[
zHk,kzk,k

])
(a)
≈ βdtP [βdtP (M −K + 1) +N0]

(N0 + βdtP )2
, (38)

where (a) is obtained by using E[v̂ZFH

k hkh
H
k v̂ZF

k ] ≈M−K+1
(assuming that the residual SI is small) and E[zHk,kzk,k] =
N0. Now, we compute the expectation of the interference term
in (37) using the lower bound given in [28, Appendix III],
yielding:

E
[
|Ik|2

]
= E

[∣∣hHk v̂ZF
i

∣∣2] (39)

(a)

≤ E
[∣∣∣ĥHk v̂ZF

i + eHk v̂ZF
i

∣∣∣2] (40)

(b)

≤ E
[∣∣eHk v̂ZF

i

∣∣2] (41)

(c)

≤ E
[
v̂ZF
i E

[
eke

H
k

]
v̂ZFH

i

]
(42)

(d)

≤ σ2
ek
, (43)

where (a) follows from (9), (b) comes from the fact that
ĥHk v̂ZF

i = 0, (c) is due to the fact that ek and v̂ZF
i are indepen-

dent vectors, while (d) is obtained by using E[eke
H
k ] = σ2

ek
I.

The lower bounded ergodic achievable rate of the kth user in
the HD mode using ZF beamforming, can be approximated
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by substituting (38) and (43) into (37), giving

R̃HD-LB
k =

(
1− Tt

T

)
RZF-HD-LB
k ≈ (44)

(
1− Tt

T

)
log2

1 +

P
KN0

βdtP (βdtP (M−K+1)+N0)

(N0+βdtP )2

1 + P
KN0

σ2
λk

+ P
KN0

(K − 1)σ2
ek

 .

Note that in (44), we have assumed that the UL CSI of the first
scheduled user at the BS is also suffering from the effects of
the residual SI. Note that the effect of residual SI is included
in σ2

ek
(10) for R̃HD-LB

k . For the traditional HD scheme, there
is no residual SI, therefore, we have Pν2 = 0 in σ2

ek
. The

approximation of the lower-bounded ergodic achievable rate of
the proposed model relying on MRT beamforming in the FD
mode is obtained by summing up (20) and (44). On the other
hand, when ZF beamforming is employed in the FD mode, the
lower-bounded ergodic achievable rate of the proposed model
can be approximated by summing (35) and (44). It is important
to note that in the proposed model a total of K − 1 users are
served by the BS in the FD mode, whereas, all the K users
are supported in the HD mode.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we provide numerical results for the pro-
posed DL data transmission relying on UL CSI acquisition
model. We compare the performance of ZF beamforming
and MRT beamforming schemes in the FD mode while ZF
beamforming is employed in the HD mode for both schemes.
We also compare the combined FD and HD schemes to the
traditional HD based ZF beamforming scheme. Here, we also
validate the approximated ergodic achievable rate analysis
carried out in Section III and Section IV. Throughout this
section, we assume that the noise power is normalized to one,
so that N0 = 1 and. The SNR is given by P/N0. Similar to
[28], in this section, we also assume that the DL and UL SNR
values are the same, by using pk = P . The variance of the
residual SI, ν2, is set to -10 dB, unless stated otherwise. The
results presented in this section are averaged over a total of
5000 channel realizations. In this section, the lower bounded
rate approximations derived in Section III and Section IV are
also confirmed by the Monte Carlo simulations.

The carrier frequency of the system is given by fc = 5 GHz.
Denoting λ0 as the wavelength, we compute the coherence
time as Tcoh ≈ λ0/2v = 15.43 ms (at v = 7 km/h). Using
delay spread of 5 µs [54], we can compute the coherence
bandwidth as Bcoh ≈ 1/8(5µs) ≈ 25 KHz. The total number
of channel uses can be calculated by using T = TcohBcoh ≈
385. Therefore, throughout the simulations, we use T = 400
channel uses, unless stated otherwise.

In the figures, we refer to the ‘FD (ZF) - HD’ scheme,
where ZF beamforming is used in both the FD and HD
modes, whereas, we use ‘FD (MRT) - HD’ to represent the
scheme, where MRT beamforming is used in the FD mode
and ZF beamforming is utilized in the HD mode. For the
traditional HD based ZF beamforming method, we refer to
as ‘HD’ in the figures. Note that for a fair comparison, the
traditional HD rates are scaled by the factor (1− Tt/T ). Note

that the conventional HD system characterized in this section
is illustrated in Fig. 1b, where only a HD BS is assumed,
hence no SI is imposed on the system.

In this section, we plot the lower bounds on sum-rates, using
the lower-bounded rates given by (11) and (36) for the ‘FD
(MRT) - HD’ scheme, and (21) as well as (36) for the ‘FD
(ZF) - HD’ scheme. On the other hand, the lower-bounded
achievable rate of the traditional HD scheme is computed by
using only the second term in (6), given by RZF-HD-LB

k in
(37). Note that there is no residual SI (i.e., Pν2 = 0) for
the conventional HD scheme. Denoting Csum-MRT and Csum-ZF

as the lower-bounded sum-rates of the MRT beamforming and
ZF beamforming schemes, respectively, we define

Csum-MRT ∆
= (K − 1)RMRT-FD-LB

k +KRZF-HD-LB
k (45)

and
Csum-ZF ∆

= (K − 1)RZF-FD-LB
k +KRZF-HD-LB

k , (46)

where RMRT-FD-LB
k , RZF-FD-LB

k and RZF-HD-LB
k are given by (19),

(34) and (37), respectively.
The approximated lower-bounded ergodic achievable rate of

‘FD (MRT) - HD’ is obtained by summing up (35) and (44).
Similarly, the approximated lower bounded achievable rate of
‘FD (ZF) - HD’ is calculated by summing up (20) and (44).
To obtain the sum-rate results, the FD rates are scaled by
K − 1, whereas, the HD rate is multiplied by K. Denoting
Csum-MRT

approx and Csum-ZF
approx as the approximated lower-bounded

sum-rates of the MRT beamforming and ZF beamforming
schemes, respectively, we define

Csum-MRT
approx

∆
= (K − 1) R̃MRT-FD-LB

k +KR̃HD-LB
k (47)

and
Csum-ZF

approx
∆
= (K − 1) R̃ZF-FD-LB

k +KR̃HD-LB
k , (48)

where R̃MRT-FD-LB
k , R̃ZF-FD-LB

k and R̃HD-LB
k are given by (20),

(35) and (44), respectively.
The sum-rate performance is plotted against the SNR in

Fig. 2 with M = 16, βul = 12 and βdt = 8. We characterize
two cases in this figure associated with K = 8 and K =
16. In both cases, we note that the sum-rate performance of
the ‘FD (ZF) - HD’ scheme is higher than that of the ‘FD
(MRT) - HD’ scheme, which becomes more dominant at high
SNR values. The improvement in the sum-rate of ‘FD (ZF) -
HD’ is roughly about 1 bit/channel use in the K = 8 case,
but much higher gains are reported in the case of K = 16.
This performance trend is due to the reason that as the SNR
increases, the inter-user interference also increases. Hence in
contrast to the MRT beamforming scheme, in the FD mode
the ZF beamforming scheme mitigates the interference more
efficiently. The sum-rate gain attained by utilizing the FD-HD
modes for the proposed DL data transmission and UL CSI
acquisition is clearly evident from Fig. 2, when compared to
the traditional HD based ZF beamforming scheme. However,
for the K = 8 case, at higher SNR values (i.e., SNR >
18 dB), the traditional HD scheme outperforms the proposed
FD-HD model. The reason for this trend is that as the SNR
increases, the residual SI power (i.e., Pν2 in (8)) also increases
for the proposed FD-HD schemes, hence reducing the quality
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Fig. 2: The sum-rate performance (45), (46), (47) and (48)
against SNR values with M = 16, K = {8, 16}, βul = 12 and
βdt = 8.
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Fig. 3: The sum rate performance (45), (46), (47) and (48)
against SNR values with M = 32, K = 16, βul = {12, β∗ul}
and βdt = {8, β∗dt}.

of channel estimation at the BS. On the other hand, for the
K = 16 case, the HD scheme has a significantly lower
performance than the proposed schemes. It is also observed
that the approximations of the lower bounded ergodic rates
obtained in Section III (for the FD mode) and Section IV (for
the HD mode) closely match the average lower bounded rates
attained via Monte Carlo simulations.

In Fig. 3, we plot the sum-rate versus SNR for M = 32 and
K = 16 for both fixed and optimal training parameters. The
fixed training durations are βul = 12 and βdt = 8. We denote
the optimal training duration by β∗ul and β∗dt, which are obtained
by performing the exhaustive search over the optimization
problems given by max

(
R̃MRT-FD-LB
k + R̃HD-LB

k

)
for the ‘FD

(MRT) - HD’ scheme and by max
(
R̃ZF-FD-LB
k + R̃HD-LB

k

)
for the ‘FD (ZF) - HD’ scheme. The exhaustive search is
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Fig. 4: The sum-rate performance (45), (46), (47) and (48)
against SNR values with M = K = 16, βul = 12 and βdt =
4.

performed over the set of integer numbers for both βul and βdt.
The ‘FD (ZF) - HD’ scheme outperforms all the other schemes
characterized in Fig. 3. For example, at SNR = 10 dB, the ‘FD
(ZF) - HD’ scheme provides a gain of roughly 5 bits/channel
use and 12 bits/channel use compared to the ‘FD (MRT) - HD’
and HD schemes, respectively. Again, we note that the lower-
bounded ergodic rate approximations derived in Section III
and Section IV are tight and match the numerically computed
results. The optimal training (i.e., β∗ul and β∗dt) results give a
significant performance gain compared to the fixed training
parameters. This underlines the importance of the optimal
training in FD transmission schemes to improve the spectral
efficiency of the system. We also compare the performance of
the proposed schemes at low SNR values in Fig. 4. We note
that the MRT beamforming scheme in FD mode yields a better
performance than the ZF beamforming scheme for SNR < 2
dB. Thereafter, the ZF beamforming scheme starts dominating
since it becomes capable of mitigating the increasing inter-user
interference more effectively.

To investigate the performance of the proposed transmission
scheme upon varying the frame length, T , we plot the sum-rate
results against the T values in Fig. 5. Intuitively, as the number
of channel uses T increases, the training duration Tt should
also increase. Therefore, in Fig. 5, we use the results derived
in [34] to vary Tt and to compute the βul values according
to Tt. As reported in [34], the values of βdt have a marginal
effect on the performance. Therefore, we keep the βdt value
fix to βdt = 4. According to [34], Tt ∝

√
(M − 1)T , and

therefore, we set βul = (bTtc − βdt) /K, where b·c represents
the floor function and Tt

∆
=
√

(M − 1)T . These values are
not optimal values for this study and the main reason to use
them is to scale the duration of the training period, Tt, upon
changing the T values. In Fig. 5, the ‘FD (ZF) - HD’ scheme
outperforms the ‘FD (MRT) - HD’ and HD based imperfect
CSI schemes as T increases. More specifically, the proposed
FD-HD based model yields a better sum-rate performance
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Fig. 6: The sum rate performance (45), (46), (47) and (48)
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compared to its HD counterpart. Here, the ‘HD Perfect CSI’
scheme yields the best performance. All the schemes plotted in
Fig. 5 show improvement, as T increases. This improvement
is due to the fact that as T increases, the training duration
Tt also increases, but the ratio Tt/T reduces. This is the
reason that the performance gap between the FD-HD based
proposed schemes and the conventional HD scheme reduces as
T increases. In other words as T increases, the rate gain of the
FD mode decreases, because the factor (1− Tt/T ) approaches
1.

Fig. 6 shows the sum-rate performance against different βul
values associated with M = 25, K = 15, SNR = 10 dB and
βdt = 4. Here, we notice that the sum-rate performance of
all the schemes degrades, as βul increases. This is because
as βul increases, the scaling factor (1− Tt/T ) reduces (given
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Fig. 7: The sum-rate performance (45), (46), (47) and (48)
versus Tt/T values for SNR = 10 dB, T = 400, M = 32,
K = 16 and βdt = 4.

the fixed value of T = 400), resulting in smaller sum-rates
in the HD mode for the proposed schemes. We also note
that increasing βul improves the performance gap between the
proposed FD-HD schemes and the conventional HD scheme.
The performance of the conventional HD scheme with perfect
CSI diminishes rapidly, as βul increases. At smaller values of
βul, the performance of the traditional HD scheme becomes
better than that of the proposed model. The reason for this
trend is that the ratio Tt/T becomes small for smaller βul
values and the performance is mostly dominated by the sum-
rate of the HD mode. Therefore, the presence of residual SI
during the UL CSI acquisition degrades the performance of
the proposed model compared to the traditional HD scheme.

In Fig. 7 we portray the sum-rate performance upon increas-
ing the training duration, Tt, for the fixed value of T . More
specifically, we define a ratio Tt/T where Tt varies while
T is kept fixed to 400. Initially, the proposed schemes show
performance improvement, but as the ratio Tt/T increases, the
performance gradually decreases. However, the performance
of the conventional HD scheme degrades severely as the ratio
increases, which is due to the fact that the scaling factor
(1− Tt/T ) decreases as Tt increases. The gradual decrease
in the performance of the proposed FD-HD schemes is also
due to the reduction in the achievable rate of the HD mode,
as the ratio Tt/T increases. Figures 6 and 7 clearly indicate
that when the training period is long, the FD assisted BS can
help in accomplishing higher sum-rates. In Fig. 8, we plot
the sum-rate results against different values of the residual SI
power, ν2. It is seen that the sum-rate performance reduces,
as the residual SI power increases for the proposed FD-HD
model. This performance reduction is due to the fact that
when the residual SI power increases, it reduces the quality
of the channel estimation at the BS by degrading the UL
CSI acquisition. On the other hand, the performance of the
traditional HD scheme remains constant, since it is not affected
by the residual SI.
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TABLE I: Complexity Comparison with M = K.

M = 4 M = 8 M = 12 M = 16
(flops) (flops) (flops) (flops)

FD (MRT) - HD 1.9× 103 2.3× 104 9.2× 104 2.3× 105

FD (ZF) - HD 2.4× 104 8.6× 105 6.8× 106 2.9× 107

HD 1.1× 103 1.5× 104 6.4× 104 1.6× 105

To quantify the implementation complexity of the proposed
scheme, we rely on the number of floating-point operations per
second (FLOPS) [55]. The complexity of computing the MRT
and ZF beamforming vectors at the BS can be represented by
ξMRT = 3M−1 and ξZF = 4MK2+K3+K(1−M)+3M−1,
respectively. Denoting T MRT and T ZF as the complexity of ’FD
(MRT) - HD’ and ’FD (ZF) - HD’ schemes, we have

T MRT =

(
K∑
c=2

(c− 1)βulξ
MRT

)
+KM+(T − Tt)KξZF (49)

and

T ZF =

(
K∑
c=2

(c− 1)βulξ
ZF

)
+KM + (T − Tt)KξZF, (50)

respectively, where the additive term KM comes from the
vector scaling operation required for the MMSE operation
and (T − Tt)KξZF is the complexity of the HD scheme.
The computational complexity of the proposed schemes is
compared to that of the traditional HD scheme in Table I. The
ZF beamforming scheme imposes a higher complexity than
the MRT beamforming and the conventional HD schemes,
because the ZF beamformer requires matrix multiplication
and inversion operations.

Some key points observed in this section are that the FD-
assisted BS improves the sum-rate of the MIMO system. When
the UL training period is long, the FD mode can be utilized to
achieve a better performance than the HD scheme. Although

the residual SI degrades the rate of the FD mode, it still
achieves a better sum-rate than the conventional HD scheme,
provided that the residual SI power is not too high.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed MU MIMO DL transmis-
sion and UL CSI acquisition based on combined FD mode and
HD mode operations. The FD mode is utilized simultaneously
for supporting both the DL data transmission and the UL
CSI pilot reception. We derived the lower-bounded ergodic
achievable rates for the proposed scheme, in the presence of
residual SI. Through simulation results, it is observed that
using the FD mode for DL data transmission during the UL
CSI acquisition stage provides an achievable rate improvement
when compared to the conventional HD transmission strategy.
Furthermore, it is also observed that when the residual SI
power becomes high, it degrades the performance of the
proposed scheme by reducing the rate advantage attained
during the FD mode. Moreover, we observed that the lower-
bounded ergodic achievable rate approximations derived in this
paper closely match the numerical results. For future work, it
will be worthwhile investigating the derived lower-bounded er-
godic achievable rate approximations to determine the optimal
training duration under different system parameters.

APPENDIX I

PROOF OF (8)

From (7), we have

ĥk = E
[
hkr

H
k

]
E
[
rkr

H
k

]−1
rk. (51)

In the above expression, the first expectation can be written
as

E
[
hkr

H
k

]
= E

[
hk

(√
βulpkhk + ψ̃ + ñk

)H]
. (52)

We can write ψ̃ = HSI
∑U
i=1 v̂MRT

i qi, where qi = ũi,1 +
· · · + ũi,βul and ũi,n = ui,nsn, such that E

[
|qi|2

]
= P/U .

Therefore, we can write (52) as

E
[
hkr

H
k

]
= E

hk

(√
βulpkhk +

U∑
i=1

HSIv̂
MRT
i qi + ñk

)H
= E

[√
βulpkhkh

H
k +

U∑
i=1

hkq
H
i v̂MRTH

i HH
SI + hkñ

H
k

]
(a)
= E

[√
βulpkhkh

H
k

]
=
√
βulpkIM , (53)

where (a) comes from the fact that due to independence, we
have E[hkñ

H
k ] = 0 and E[hk(

∑U
i=1 HSIv̂

MRT
i qi)

H ] = 0. Now,
we find the second expectation in (51), which can be explicitly
expressed as
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E
[
rkr

H
k

]−1

= E

[(√
βulpkhk +

U∑
i=1

HSIv̂
MRT
i qi + ñk

)
×

(√
βulpkhk +

U∑
i=1

HSIv̂
MRT
i qi + ñk

)H ]−1

(a)
=
(
E
[
βulpkhkh

H
k

]
+UE

[
HSIv̂

MRT
i qiq

H
i v̂MRTH

i HH
SI

]
+E
[
ñkñ

H
k

])−1

(b)
=

(
βulpkIM +

(
U
P

U

1

M
Mν2

)
IM +N0IM

)−1

=
(
βulpk +N0 + Pν2

)−1
IM , (54)

where (a) follows from the fact that due to indepen-
dence, we have E[hkñ

H
k ] = 0, E[ñkh

H
k ] = 0,

E[hk(
∑U
i=1 HSIv̂

MRT
i qi)

H ] = 0, E[(
∑U
i=1 HSIv̂

MRT
i qi)h

H
k ] =

0 and E[(
∑U
i=1 HSIv̂

MRT
i qi)ñ

H
k ] = 0, and (b) is obtained

using E[qiq
H
i ] = (P/U)IM , E[v̂MRT

i v̂MRTH

i ] = (1/M)IM and
E[HSIH

H
SI ] = (Mν2)IM . Substituting (53) and (54) into (51)

yields (8) and also completes the proof. �

APPENDIX II

PROOF OF (12)

We can write the expectation of aMRT
k,k = hHk v̂MRT

k as

E
[
aMRT
k,k

]
= E

[
hHk v̂MRT

k

]
= E

[
hHk

ĥk

‖ĥk‖

]
(55)

= E
[
hHk

rk
‖rk‖

]
. (56)

We can express (56) as a ratio of two random variables R and
S, where R = hHk rk and S = ‖rk‖. The mean values of R
and S are denoted by µR and µS , respectively. The variances
of R and S are represented by σ2

R and σ2
S , respectively.

The computation of the expectation, E [R/S], is often not
straightforward. However, it can be solved using the Taylor-
series approximation [56], [57]. We use the approach presented
in [57] for approximating E [R/S], where second-order Taylor
expansion is used to obtain

E
[
R

S

]
≈ µR
µS
− cov {R,S}

µ2
S

+
σ2
SµR
µ3
S

, (57)

where cov{·, ·} denotes the covariance. We further simplify the
approximation in (57) by ignoring cov {R,S} /µ2

S as µ2
S �

cov {R,S}, yielding

E
[
R

S

]
≈ µR
µS

+
σ2
SµR
µ3
S

. (58)

We can find the value of µR as

µR = E
[
hHk rk

]
= E

[
hHk

(√
βulpkhk +

U∑
i=1

HSIv̂
MRT
i qi + ñk

)]
(a)
= E

[√
βulpk‖hk‖2

]
=
√
βulpkM, (59)

where (a) follows the fact that due to independence
E[hHk ñk] = 0 and E[hHk (

∑U
i=1 HSIv̂

MRT
i qi)] = 0 . The

variance of the elements in the vector rk is equal to σ2
r =

βulpk +N0 + Pν2, which is equal to the sum of the variance
of each term in rk. The elements in hk have a unit variance,
and therefore, we can find the variance of R becomes:

σ2
R = var

{
hHk rk

}
= var

{
hH1 r1 + hH2 r2 + . . .+ hHMrM

}
= M

(
βulpk +N0 + Pν2

)
. (60)

The value of µS is calculated as

µS = E [‖rk‖] . (61)

Although the residual SI term in rk in (2) is not distributed
according to the complex Gaussian distribution, it is observed
that the entries of rk follow the normal distribution with
variance equal to σ2

rI. Therefore, we can approximate rk ≈ tk,
where tk ∼ CN (0, σ2

rI). Using this assumption, we can
approximate (61) as

µS ≈
√
βulpk +N0 + Pν2E [‖t̄k‖] , (62)

where t̄k = tk/‖tk‖ and the entries of t̄k are distributed
according to the complex normal distribution with zero mean
and unit variance. Thus according to [48], we have E[‖t̄k‖] =
Γ(M + 1/2)/Γ(M), giving

µS ≈
√
βulpk +N0 + Pν2

Γ(M + 1
2 )

Γ(M)
. (63)

The variance of S can be expressed as

σ2
S = E

[
S2
]
− E [S]

2 (64)

= E
[
‖rk‖2

]
− E [‖rk‖]2 . (65)

Using a similar approach to that in Appendix I, we have
E
[
‖rk‖2

]
= M(βulpk + N0 + Pν2). The value of E[‖rk‖]

is approximated in (63). Therefore, we can write (65) as

σ2
S ≈

(
βulpk +N0 + Pν2

) [
M −

Γ2
(
M + 1

2

)
Γ2 (M)

]
. (66)

Substituting the values of (59), (63) and (66) in (58) and re-
arranging gives

E
[
R

S

]
=

√
βulpk√

βulpk +N0 + Pν2

[
MΓ (M)

Γ
(
M + 1

2

)+

Γ (M)
(
MΓ2 (M)− Γ2

(
M + 1

2

))
Γ3
(
M + 1

2

) ]
(a)
≈

√
βulpkM√

βulpk +N0 + Pν2
, (67)

where (a) comes from MΓ(M)
Γ(M+(1/2)) ≈

√
M and Γ(M)

Γ(M+(1/2)) ≈
1/
√
M . This completes the proof. �

APPENDIX III

PROOF OF (13)

To compute the variance in (13), we rely on the Taylor series
approximation of the variance of the ratio of the two random
variables R and S, given by var{R/S}. As shown in Appendix
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II, in this study, R = hHk rk and S = ‖rk‖. According to [57],
the variance of the ratio R/S can be approximated using the
first-order Taylor series expansion, as

var
{
R

S

}
≈ µ2

R

µ2
S

[
σ2
R

µ2
R

− 2
cov {R,S}
µRµS

+
σ2
S

µ2
S

]
. (68)

Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we can write
cov {R,S} ≤

√
σ2
Rσ

2
S , and therefore, we can approximate the

quantity (2cov {R,S} /(µRµS)) ≈ 1/M . Now substituting
the values of (59), (60), (63) and (66) in (68) and re-arranging
it gives

var
{
R

S

}
≈ MΓ2 (M)

Γ2
(
M + 1

2

)+

[
βulpkM

2Γ2 (M)

(βulpk +N0 + Pν2) Γ2
(
M + 1

2

)×(
MΓ2 (M)

Γ2
(
M + 1

2

) − 1

M
− 1

)]

= δ + σ2
ĥk
Mδ

(
δ − M + 1

M

)
, (69)

where δ = MΓ2(M)
Γ2(M+(1/2)) and and σ2

ĥk
= (βulpk)(βulpk +N0 +

Pν2)−1. This completes the proof. �
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